
Boar Mitch, 	 10/30/94 

I do not p spend time conjecturing on the number of shots. I've published what I 

could about them and the evidence relating to them. And that JFK was hit from both front 
/ 

and back was underwritten because 
1 
 fared it would kis not be believed in WW II, the end 
1 

of 1966. The Z film as most people now know shims motion both ways. 

I've not given 4us thought to why most do not publish the documents. I've supposed 
.* 

that as with Lifton they destroy what is made uo based on parts of them and that the 

others do not have them or believe that whst they have to say is more important. 

Thanks for the info on Anna harie. I've not heard from'her for a while. I knew she 

had a heavy sinus infection. hope she recovers fully soon. 

For those who can use it those things on CD 861.1  should be very worthwhile. But I'm 

not into any of that. Can't use a computer and I do not want to be flooded with mes-

aiges from many nuts. 

The names of those two characters means nothing to me but what you suspects about 

DonZ5 makes sense. Easiest way to learn if he works for ZUI is to call RH and tsk  for 

him. Perhaps if not RH it could be Doubleday. Anchor does not have a separate phone. 

It 	not only that he takes Posner as a bible. lie misrepresents what I wrote that he 

says he read. If you tangle with him ask him to explain Posner's handling of Hartogs 

and the part of his testimony Posner quotes both sides of. Decent people of both sexes 

will be offendeTh that ilartogs got free sex from his patients and that in using him as 

a source Posner hid this. All he had to do when he was here was look at my Hartogs 

file. The nee accounts are in it. I think this is simple, direct and addresses Posner's 

honesty, including of intent. Ids do not recall other things from those copies you 

sent me. What I wrote about Posner Lribbing from David Lui the boy was clear and he 

misrepresented it. It is not in the film, ehanced or otherwise, and Rosemary Willis 

did not look at either that window of that building. I did not go into ale of it. When r,- 
shostopPedilshelookedtplianithelmollorthecnrbutinetthathuildin. I

Moreover, there 
 

is what Poner suppressed, what the other Willises saw. DonZ's misrepresentation was not 

accidental. All at the same place in my book. 

Best wishes, 
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